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The BASICS Lean Implementation ModelRoutledge, 2018

	
		In 2004 Charlie Protzman created The BASICS Lean Implementation Model, which covers the full spectrum of what is needed to be effective and successful at implementing a Lean System. The reader is taken through a step by step approach developed over the last 15 years, in the use and understanding of Lean tools, principles, and...
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The Electronic Communications Code and Property Law: Practice and ProcedureRoutledge, 2018

	
		Life now without access to electronic telecommunications would be regarded as highly unsatisfactory by most of the UK population. Such ready access would not have been achieved without methodical and ultimately enforceable means of access to the land on which to install the infrastructure necessary to support the development of an...
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Autobiographical Memory and the Self: Relationship and Implications for Cognitive-Behavioural TherapyRoutledge, 2018

	
		Autobiographical memory shapes our understanding of ourselves, guides our behaviour, and helps us to develop and maintain relationships with others. The ways in which we interpret and narrate our memories have important implications for our psychological well-being, and can sometimes contribute to the onset and maintenance of a...
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On Music (Thinking in Action)Routledge, 2013

	Opinionated and example-filled, this extremely concise and accessible book provides a survey of some fundamental and longstanding debates about the nature of music. The central arguments and ideas of historical and contemporary philosophers are presented with the goal of making them as accessible as possible to general readers who have no...
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Marketing Management: Text and CasesRoutledge, 2004

	Step-by-step guidelines for successful marketing management!

	

	Designed for college- and graduate-level marketing students, Marketing Management: Text and Cases is also a valuable resource for anyone trying to market a product or service. This volume integrates understandable marketing concepts and techniques with useful...
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Software Test Attacks to Break Mobile and Embedded Devices (Chapman & Hall/CRC Innovations in Software Engineering and Software Development Series)Routledge, 2013

	Address Errors before Users Find Them

	Using a mix-and-match approach, Software Test Attacks to Break Mobile and Embedded Devices presents an attack basis for testing mobile and embedded systems. Designed for testers working in the ever-expanding world of "smart" devices driven by software, the book...
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Engineering Analysis using PAFEC Finite Element SoftwareRoutledge, 1998
The general layout of the book is clear and concise with the use of chapter summaries and conclusions being very good...At the end of each chapter there is a list of useful references, and the book finishes with an index, which is brief yet definitive...particular benefit to the new PAFEC user. - Vibration Digest
...
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Provincial Life and the Military in Imperial Japan: The Phantom Samurai (Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia)Routledge, 2009
In contrast to the enduring stereotype of a ‘nation of samurai’, this book uses provincial newspapers and local records to hear the voices of ordinary people living in imperial Japan through several decades of war and peace. These voices reveal the authentic experiences, opinions and emotions of men, women and children. They show...
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Themes of the American Civil War: The War Between the StatesRoutledge, 2009
Themes of the American Civil War offers a timely and useful guide to this vast topic for a new generation of students. The volume provides a broad-ranging assessment of the causes, complexities, and consequences of America’s most destructive conflict to date. The essays, written by top scholars in the field, and reworked for this...
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Leading Transformative Change CollectivelyRoutledge, 2020

	
		This book directly helps decision-makers and change agents in companies, NGOs, and government bodies become more proficient in transformative, collaborative change in realizing the SDGs.

	
		This practitioner’s handbook translates a systemic – and enlivening – approach to collaboration into day-to-day work...
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Beyond Constructivism: Models and Modeling Perspectives on Mathematics Problem Solving, Learning, and TeachingRoutledge, 2003


	This book evolved out of research that began more than 25 years ago, based on a

	National Science Foundation-supported project investigating the question: what

	is needed, beyond having a mathematical idea that enables students to use it in

	everyday problem-solving situations! (Lesh, Landau, & Hamilton, 1983). Large

	portions...
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From Writing to ComputersRoutledge, 1994
... the broad and clear analysis of writing and language, and of automata theory, formal logic, and computability theory he uses to reach [his conclusion] is well worth reading.
–H. D. Warner, Western New England College     

   From Writing to Computers takes as its central theme the issue of a...
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